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Red Hat Beefs Up Low-Code Offerings for Enterprises [3]

Red Hat, a provider of enterprise open source solutions, has introduced a decision
management platform and low-code development tool intended to simplify the development
and deployment of rules-based applications and services. Red Hat Decision Manager 7 is the
next generation of the company?s business rules management offering, Red Hat JBoss BRMS,
and is designed to enable organizations to quickly build applications that automate business
decisions.
?The notion of low-code development is less about eliminating code or cutting traditional
programmers out of the application development process, and more about helping business
and IT users to do what they need to do quickly and efficiently, and in a complementary
manner,? said Mike Piech, vice president and general manager of middleware for Red Hat.
?Ultimately, what low-code tools should offer - and what we have built with Red Hat Decision
Manager - is not a platform geared toward one or the other, but rather a rich and tightly
integrated feature set designed to provide a better user experience regardless of whether you
are a business analyst or hard-core developer.?

Stock to Watch ? Red Hat Inc (NYSE: RHT) [4]

Red Hat, Inc. (NYSE:RHT) ? Hot Stock in the Spotlight [5]

Champlain Investment Partners LLC Boosts Position in Red Hat Inc (RHT) [6]

Fedora Podcast 002 ? Ambassadors, the face of Fedora [7]

The Fedora Marketing Team is continuing with the Fedora Podcast and we have a new episode
out. This ongoing series will feature interviews and talks with people who make the Fedora
community awesome. These folks work on new technologies found in Fedora. Or they
produce the distribution itself. Some work on putting Fedora in the hands of users.

[Podcast] PodCTL #28 ? Kubernetes Roles & Personas [8]

Emojis in vte [9]

It?s been one of those weeks when gnome-terminal and vte keep stumbling on some really
weird edge cases, so it was a happy moment when I saw this on Fedora 27 Workstation.

OpenMandriva Switching Back From RPM5 To RPM4 [10]

It was seven years ago that Mandriva 2011 switched to using RPM5 from RPM4, but now for
the next OpenMandriva release they are transitioning back to using RPM4 and with that
making use of Fedora's DNF.

Switching to RPMv4 [11]

Cooker and 3.0 may be broken for upcoming days, as we need to adapt our docker builders
and scripts to RPM4 and dnf.
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